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1. Budget estimate for C.SIS installation and operating costs for 2007
7441/1/06 REV 1 SIRIS 57 COMIX 276
+ REV 1 COR 1
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.06.06

2. Proposal for a draft Council Decision fixing the date of application of certain provisions of Council Decision 2005/211/JHA of 24 February 2005 concerning the introduction of some new functions for the Schengen Information System, including in the fight against terrorism
11336/06 SIRIS 132 SCHENGEN 65 EUROPOL 61 EUROJUST 34
COMIX 627 OC 518
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 28.06.06

3. Proposal for a Draft Council Decision fixing the date of application of Article 1(4) and (5) of Council Regulation 871/2004 of 29 April 2004 concerning the introduction of some new functions for the Schengen Information System, including in the fight against terrorism
11337/06 SIRIS 133 VISA 175 SCHENGEN 66 COMIX 628 OC 519
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06
   10572/06 ENFOPOL 127 COMIX 555 OC 478
   10571/06 ENFOPOL 126 COMIX 554 OC 477
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 06.07.06

5. Frontex General Report for the year 2005
   10929/06 FRONT 135 COMIX 584
   10438/06 FRONT 116 COMIX 534
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 06.07.06

   - Amended proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion, on behalf of the European Community, of the Protocol to prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women And Children, supplementing the United nations convention Against Transnational Organised Crime
   10952/06 CRIMORG 112 MIGR 101 OC 520
   11384/06 CRIMORG 122 MIGR 102 OC 521
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

7. Council Decision amending Article 35 of Appendix 6 of the Europol Staff Regulations
   11194/06 EUROPOL 60 OC 512
   + COR 1
   11193/06 EUROPOL 59 OC 511
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 13.07.06

8. Draft Council Decision adopting a Deputy Director of Europol
   11819/06 EUROPOL 69
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

   10800/1/06 REV 1 JUSTCIV 151 CODEC 677
   5288/1/06 REV 1 JUSTCIV 5 CODEC 27
   + REV 1 COR 1
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 06.07.06

    11392/06 FIN 323 PE-L 86
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06
   11239/06 FIN 307 PE-L 78
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

   11240/06 FIN 308 PE-L 79
   + COR 1
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

13. Proposal for transfer of appropriations No. DEC31/2006 within Section III - Commission - of the general budget for the financial year 2006 (NCE)
   11425/06 FIN 326 PE-L 87
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

   11241/06 FIN 309 PE-L 80
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

15. Proposal for transfer of appropriations No. DEC33/2006 within Section III - Commission - of the general budget for the financial year 2006 (NCE)
   11448/06 FIN 331 PE-L 88
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

16. Public access to documents
   a) Confirmatory application 28/c/03/06
      10532/06 INF 113 API 85 JUR 256
   b) Confirmatory application 29/c/01/06
      10895/06 INF 118 API 88 JUR 267
   c) Confirmatory application 30/c/02/06
      11020/06 INF 121 API 91 JUR 272
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

17. Decision of the Council, meeting in the composition of the Heads of State or government of 21 March 2003 on an amendment to Article 10.2 of the Statute of the European System of Central Banks and of the European Central Bank
   - Irish language version
   - Approval by the Council
     7840/1/06 REV 1 UEM 94 INST 50
     7839/1/06 REV 1 UEM 93 INST 49
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06
18. Relations with Serbia
   - Adoption of Amendments to the Negotiating Directives for a Stabilisation and Association Agreement with Serbia
     11651/06 YU 5 COWEB 162
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

19. Relations with Montenegro
   - Authorisation to the Commission to negotiate a Stabilisation and Association Agreement with Montenegro
     11652/06 YU 6 COWEB 163
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

20. Meeting of the first EU-Russia Permanent Partnership Council on Transport (Lappeenranta, Finland, 8 September 2006)
    11680/06 NIS 90 COEST 203 TRANS 193 AVIATION 107 MAR 75
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

21. Draft Council Common Position modifying and renewing certain restrictive measures imposed against Liberia
      11248/1/06 REV 1 PESC 651 COAFR 138 COARM 33 OC 514
      11056/06 PESC 637 COAFR 134 COARM 32 OC 503
      11489/06 PESC 688 RELEX 482 COAFR 147 COARM 34 OC 533
      approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

22. Draft Joint ACP-EU Declaration on the Review of the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) negotiations
    11558/1/06 REV 1 ACP 112 PTOM 44 WTO 125
    + REV 2 (da)
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

23. Antidumping
    - Proposal for a Council Regulation imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty and collecting definitively the provisional duty imposed on imports of lever arch mechanisms originating in the People's Republic of China
      11285/06 COMER 119 CHINE 21 OC 515
      11286/06 COMER 120 CHINE 22 OC 516
      approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.07.06

11400/06 FISC 102 OC 527
  + ADD 1

11025/06 FISC 98 OC 501
  + COR 1
  + COR 2 (hu)
  + COR 3 (fr)
  + COR 4 (sv)
  + COR 5
  + REV 2 (de)
  + REV 2 COR 1 (de)
  + REV 2 COR 2 (de)
  + REV 3 (pl)
  + REV 3 COR 1 (pl)
  + REV 4 (el)
  + REV 5 (lv)

approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 13.07.06